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Nuclear strategy and political theory: 
a critical assessment 

Philip K. Lawrence 

In recent years the collapse of d?tente and the general deterioration in 
East-West relations have heightened fears that human evolution will terminate 

abruptly in a nuclear catastrophe. This foreboding is manifested in many 
facets of Western life: in the speeches of politicians; in popular culture; in 

mass movements; and in the working practices and consciousness of 
academics. At such times I believe that those of us who are specialists in areas 
outside strategic studies become inclined to take an interest in 'the great 
debate'.1 In some respects this may be in order to seek reassurance. After all, if 
the 'experts' seem calm in these inauspicious times perhaps we can all relax 

again and put the 'nuclear genie back in the bottle'.2 Unfortunately, even if we 
discovered the psychological solace we had been seeking it would not be 
satisfactory to hand the nuclear debate back to the 'experts'. There are solid 
academic, as well as practical reasons why strategic studies should not remain 
the exclusive concern of the specialist strategic studies community. 

Underlying the above remarks is a paradox, the origin of which is partly 
the result of academic specialization, partly the consequence of psychological 
inclination. The paradox lies in the fact that a subject which raises the most 

profound ethical and moral issues is largely divorced from traditional political 
philosophy. Intellectually, political philosophy and strategic studies are 

estranged because the latter is firmly embedded in a political science which has 
self-consciously sought to distance itself from normative and ethical theory.3 

Hence strategic studies is often understood as a hard-nosed discipline 
concerned with the 'real' world of power and conflict, while political 
philosophy is trapped in a fictitious domain of abstract ideals. This, of course, 
is not to say that debate has never taken place. However, the character of the 

discourse between theorists in the two areas largely reveals the other reason for 
their estrangement: namely a profound mutual distaste which is manifested in 
highly polemical and sometimes personalized exchanges.4 In the position 
adopted here this 'debate' has largely missed the mark. As Colin Gray5 has 

pointed out, many critics of strategic studies have resorted to attacks on the 
values and inclinations of strategic theorists, while the theory itself is 
neglected. This type of analysis is not only irrelevant, but also impossible to 
ground. Whether or not strategic theorists are committed to a 'macho' cult of 
power and violence should not really concern us. What matters is the scientific 
and ethical status of the discipline and the interests which the body of theory 
serves. 

This paper seeks to address aspects of strategic studies from a political 
theory perspective in which normative concerns are paramount. The 
contingent reason for this is the sense of unease which recent events have 
generated. However, the real necessity of this task lies in the nature of the 
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reality that strategic studies is concerned with. In the past, political theory has 
been concerned with universal interests which could shape collective human 
life. Today it must confront the antithesis of this: the possibility that human 
knowledge be purposefully applied to the attainment of the goal of mass 
destruction. 

Problematic status 

Some years ago the eminent philosopher and physicist Carl von Weiz?cher 
wrote, 'after a total atomic war, no matter how convincing were the arguments 
for starting it, self defence, saving of democracy or socialism, no justification 
for having started it will be accepted'.6 It would be of some comfort today if 
one could discern a universal acceptance of Weiz?cher's position. However, 
this is not the case, as many arguments have surfaced in recent years which 
reach opposite conclusions. These are most evident in neo-conservative 
political orientations7 and in recent developments in strategic studies.8 In 

general terms, what has occurred in the academic study of strategy is a shift 
from a predominant concern with deterrence to an exploration of how to 

proceed should deterrence fail. As Keeny and Panofsky have put it, 'the theme 
that nuclear weapons can be successfully employed in war fighting roles 
somehow shielded from the Mutual Assured Destructed world, appears to be 
recurring with increasing frequency and seriousness.'9 Amongst the key 
theorists who have articulated various war fighting options are Colin S. 

Gray,10 Keith Payne,11 Richard Pipes,12 Phyllis Schlafly13 and various 
contributors to the journal Commentary.14 Although the moral dilemmas 

which strategic studies raise are not confined to the work of neo-conservative 
thinkers, their work is a convenient central focus for analysis because their 
accent on nuclear utilization theory heightens and dramatizes the problems 
under scrutiny. In particular, I will pay special attention to a recent work by 
Gray, Strategic Studies,15 because he attempts to deal explicitly with certain of 
these issues. 

Before moving to assess specific aspects of strategic theory it is important to 

highlight the issues which are germane in a normative evaluation. It is my 
contention that most of these are rooted in the problematic epistemological 
status of strategic theory. Thus a key question is: what is the concept of truth 

which can be applied when we evaluate strategic doctrine? For some this may 
seem an extraordinary question because, as I have already suggested, strategic 
studies appears to be at the more precise end of any political science 

methodological continuum. In addition, particularly since the Kennedy/ 
McNamara16 era, strategic theory has often been presented as forms of systems 
analysis or games theory, both of which have strong connotations of precision. 

However, as I shall argue, this may be illusory. 
The problem of the veridical status of strategy lies in the fact that our usual 

concepts of truth, factual verification, logical coherence and?in the case of 
moral judgements?universal scope, cannot be adequately applied to strategic 
theories. Naturally, factual assumptions in a given strategy can be evaluated. 

However, many of these will be hypothetical or else refer to a state of affairs in 
the future. Also, even if the strategy survives the test of coherence, this is 

worthless if basic assumptions are wrong. Perhaps, then, strategy should rest 
on the respected philosophical concept of pragmatism. This, indeed, is what 
Bernard Brodie implied when he wrote, 'There is no other science where 
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judgements are tested in blood and answered in the servitude of the 
defeated'.17 The problem here, of course, is that many nuclear strategic 
theories have never been put to the test. Even deterrence theories, which can be 
claimed to have worked, cannot really be scientifically tested because we can 
never know the counter-factual reality that a deterrence posture precluded. 
Thus the USSR may have invaded Western Europe had NATO renounced the 
use of nuclear weapons, but equally it may not have done so. More obviously, 
war fighting strategies have not been 'applied', a fact which no amount of 
simulation can remedy. 

If, by and large, the test of pragmatism cannot be applied then I would 
argue that the scientific status of strategic theory must remain in grave doubt. 

As Colin Gray admits, 'Unlike many other fields of inquiry, strategy does not 
entail a quest after truth.'18 Oddly, though, this admission does not become a 
problem for the way Gray argues his case for strategic studies. Some pages 
later he writes, 'Nonetheless, strategic studies may be judged to comprise a 

body of knowledge that students can master.'19 Thus, if I follow Gray 
correctly, we have, in strategic stwiies, a body of knowledge which cannot be 
judged by a criterion of truth. I accept this, but what it really implies is that 
strategic theory cannot generate knowledge which can withstand traditional 
epistemological scrutiny. 

If the concept of truth which can be applied to strategic theory is nebulous 
then it follows that strategic studies may be in difficulty with respect to the 
fact/value distinction. Traditionally this dichotomy has been used as an 
epistemological filter which separates 'the wheat from the chaff, or, in this 
case, verifiable factual claims from evaluative and moral orientations which 
are subjective. Obviously if the factual status of elements of a discipline is in 
doubt then it becomes more difficult to isolate facts and values. I would claim 
that this is indeed the case in strategic studies and that the result is often a 
confusion of ideological and scientific arguments within given theoretical 
positions. Thus, as we shall see below, what is often presented as clinical and 
objective analysis by strategic theorists is riddled with normative and 
ideological elements which may not be justifiable. 

If, as I have argued, strategic theories are often admixtures of science and 
ideology, then the relationship of the discipline to the state is peculiarly 

problematic. It is well known that strategic theorists are often government 
advisers and executives.20 Indeed, individual strategists are often simul 
taneously academics and civilian defence professionals.21 In the literature I 

have examined, this association between the work of academics and the policy 
process is legitimated through the conceptualization of strategic studies as a 
policy science.22 Thus while elected politicians alone set the ends which policy 
is directed towards, strategic theorists merely advise on the efficacy of given 

means to those ends. As is well known, this formulation rests on a funda 
mental Western assumption about the relationship between science and 
politics. Following Max Weber23 we have come to understand that our 
scientific endeavours can never determine objective values and ends which 
could shape political orientations. Therefore science is a servant of politics and 

morality which, hopefully, in some reasonable manner, set political goals. 
In my view many of the serious normative dilemmas that strategic studies faces 

are disguised beneath the comfortable notion of strategy as a policy science. 
Therefore it is worth exploring this concept in some depth. 

First, we should consider the fact that in its own terms this conception is 
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value neutral.24 Hence it leaves the academic or scientist in a moral vacuum 
vis-?-vis the state. Thus, if we merely prescribe means towards ends that we do 
not evaluate we may promote policy which is morally detestable. This leaves 
the scientific community in blind obedience to the state and it implies that 
research continues irrespective of its effects on the external environment. In 
practice the history of nuclear weapons research indicates a different, though 
equally disturbing, situation. Scientists on both sides have tended to impute 
beneficence in the motives of politicians, which they have subsequently had 
cause to regret. If we look at the forebodings evident in the attitudes of the 
early atomic scientists we can see how the situation has changed. In 1940 Otto 
Frisch and Rudolf Peierls wrote: 'Owing to the spread of radioactive 
substances with the wind, the bomb could probably not be used without killing 
large numbers of civilians, and this may make it unsuitable as a weapon for use 
by this country.'25 

Although natural scientists may be excused a certain naivety in their 
understandings of the workings of the state, we cannot easily grant this excuse 
to strategists who have readily offered their services to political authorities. In 
this instance we have a right to demand some reflection on the part of 
academics on the Tightness of political goals that their work is directed 
towards. 

Underlying the above remarks is a challenge to the fundamental under 
standing of the relationship between theory and reality within strategic studies. 

The conventional wisdom is that the theorizing of strategic options leaves the 
real world as it was before the theories were articulated. John Garnett writes, 
'strategic analysis leaves the world as it is.'26 Colin Gray makes the same point, 

but actually tells us what this real world is like: 'Deplorable though it may be, 
the fact remains that the world of international politics is a jungle wherein the 
strong and the ruthless devour the weak.'27 Notwithstanding the point that a 
policy science is supposed to assist in the process of managed social change, 
there is also here a basic lack of understanding of the role of knowledge and 
ideology in the political process. In a society such as the United States where 
academics, military personnel, politicians and business leaders frequently 
exchange roles in their respective institutions, the interchange of intellectual 
ideas must contribute significantly to the national discourse on policy options. 

Moreover, from a political sociology perspective these interchanges can be 
seen as following a structural, rather than ad hoc pattern.28 So even if the 
academic input into what has been called the 'steel triangle' is the least sig 
nificant one, we can still note the rationalizing and legitimating effects of 
strategies which demand a role for new weapons systems.29 As a result the 
speeding up of the arms race and the collapse of d?tente is not merely a reality 

which strategic analysis responds to: strategic theory is a causal factor?to 
some degree?in the historical process itself. 

I believe this is well illustrated in the wave of war fighting theories which 
according to Keeny and Panofsky30 have gained a new lease of life recently. 
Surely no one could seriously claim that the intellectual efforts of strategists 
such as Pipes, Gray, Luttwak, Nitze, Perle and Payne, coupled with the 
efforts of Team B,31 the ASC,32 CPD33 and the Coalition for Peace through 
Strength34 have not affected change in the real world, including the way in 
which the Soviet leadership perceives US intentions. 

If strategic theorists are sometimes interchanging between academic and 

political roles it is clearly the case that strategic analysis does not leave the 
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world as it is. Moreover, strategic studies is not a policy science, for as Gray 
freely admits, the real point is to engage in policy advocacy. He writes that the 

typical strategist, '. . . has always sought to balance scholarly professional 
work with public policy advocacy'.35 Of course the key point about a policy 
science is that means and ends must be kept scrupulously separate. As I take 

policy advocacy to be about ends then I believe this leaves little more to be 
said. Except that if this is how strategists are to proceed, they require clear 
statements about the goals to be pursued and the basis of their justification. I 
shall return to this point, but before doing so must assess further contradic 
tions in the notion of policy science. 

Unique role 

In Strategic Studies36 Gray likens the strategist's relationship to the sphere of 

political conflict with the orientation of doctors to disease. But there are 

significant differences. Doctors are committed ethically to an oath which 
could plausibly be argued to have universal validity. They seek to heal the sick 
and reduce suffering. Strategists, although they are normatively oriented 
towards their domain of study, have no such ethical commitment, nor is their 
'science' directed to serve a universal interest. Indeed, Gray is astonishingly 

honest when he says, '. . . that the teacher of strategic studies in a university 
... is also a member of a national security community towards which, as a 

concerned citizen, he owes an obligation'.37 The doctor, then, has an 

allegiance to mankind, while the strategic theorist owes loyalty to the state. 

Finally, it should be noted that doctors, other things being equal, have no 
interest in increasing the incidence of disease; whereas, strategic thinkers 

may, in given circumstances, advocate increased interstate conflict. In fact, 
this is exactly the position of those whom Dimitri K. Simes has labelled, 'The 

Anti-Soviet Brigade',38 a group which seeks to punish the USSR for its 
misdeeds in the 1970s and early 1980s. When we assess the theorizing of 
elements of the new right39 in the United States we can ask ourselves the 
following question: what species of policy science seeks the total destruction of 
a rival political civilization? 

In another attempt to justify the policy science conception of strategic 
studies, the activities of economists, transportation experts and other similar 
groups of academics could be cited.40 However, I believe it is critical to 
comprehend the unique role of the strategic theorist. First of all the 
application of strategic doctrine, because it concerns conflict and war, would 
be irreversible. This fact clearly has heightened implications in the nuclear age. 
There could be no re-run of an unsuccessful pre-emptive counterforce strike 
for either superpower. We are not dealing with what Popper called 'piecemeal 
social engineering'. Secondly, because strategy advocates the use of force it is 
qualitatively distinct from other disciplines in a moral sense. Thirdly, since the 
dawn of the nuclear age, strategy has been deprived of its one palpable sign of 
validity: a practical test. Finally, most academics who are policy scientists are 
advising on policies which are internal to a state where a government has 
sovereignty. This is not the case with strategic theorists who are.usually 
advising their government about means of damaging or negating the interests 
of other states. In an ethical sense, then, strategic studies always serve interests 
which are non-generalizable. In other words, if the world academic 
community is committed to a fundamental set of principles about scholarship, 
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the practical application of knowledge and general ethics of conduct which are 
universal, then the strategic theorist who is a policy advocate must remain 
outside this community. Patriotism is not equivalent to universalism. Again 
Gray's work is instructive. For him the strategist's brief lies in the fact that he 
is, 'expected to discover ways in which the United States can preserve vital 
interests and function in the international order as a global superpower'.41 

Clearly then, in Gray's conception, the strategist is a political agent who, in a 
more or less direct sense, is seeking to assist in global political engineering. 

Thus far my discussion of strategic studies has been deliberately general 
and has revolved around identifying and assessing the validity of the discipline 
as a policy science. However, in order to substantiate the major claim of this 
paper?that strategic studies raised normative issues it has failed adequately to 
address?it is necessary to look in more concrete terms at specific strategic 
studies concepts and to assess briefly aspects of the evolution of the strategic 
posture of the United States. This is essential because the development of 
strategic orientations has been generally misinterpreted in the recent theories 
of those who advocate 'nuclear use'. It is important to realize that the political 
leverage gained by recent 'anti-Soviet' thinkers has necessitated a highly 

particularized and even biased interpretation of past strategies and posture. In 
other words the call for strength and aggression presupposes a previous era of 
dovish weakness, which I believe was illusory. 

Profound changes 

In the four decades during which man has lived with the reality of nuclear 
weapons it appears that strategic doctrine has undergone profound changes. 
There was little reaction in the political/military science academy to the few 
works on strategy that appeared in the immediate years after Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki,42 and it is difficult to discern an academically grounded official 
nuclear strategy which predominated in those years. However, after Secretary 
of State Dulles's massive retaliation statement of 1954 there was a veritable 
explosion of interest largely triggered by the activities of analysts at Rand in 
California. The first strategic posture?massive retaliation43?which much of 
the early analysis centred on, was clearly punitive deterrence theory. Despite 
its obsolescence it is worth pausing to consider some underlying assumptions 
of this doctrine. It was enunciated at the height of the first cold war and 
actually represented a fundamental American contempt for the USSR. What the 
posture signified was that a civilization deemed to be the moral and 
technical zenith of humankind could hold at bay an inferior rival by 
threatening it with oblivion. Also apparent here is a tenuous connection with 
the ideas of that much loved hero of the strategic studies community, 

Clausewitz. For in massive retaliation the state's possession of a strategic 
resource?the bomb?assists the realization of political goals. The threat of 
the use of this resource in war is credible because the adversary can make no 
response in kind.44 As a result we can see that any moral doubts about nuclear 
use raised after 1945 had been extinguished by this period. 

Although massive retaliation lived on after the mid-1950s as an admixture 
of political expediency, diplomatic communication and ideological commit 

ment,45 its practical and academic credibility was almost immediately 
undermined by, first, a Russian nuclear counter-threat and, second, the 
analysis of the new school of strategic thinkers. Prominent here were the 
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works of B. Brodie,46 W. Kaufman,47 and Henry Kissinger.48 The work of 
Kissinger is of particular interest because it anticipates certain of the themes 
evident in the doctrines of the new right strategic thinkers today. Thus the 

Clausewitzian overtones were unmistakable when he wrote: 

Perhaps the basic problem of strategy in the nuclear age is how to 
establish a relationship between a policy of deterrence and a strategy for 
fighting a war if deterrence fails . . . deterrence is greater when military 
strength is coupled with the willingness to use it.49 

Essentially what Kissinger was pointing to here was the absurdity of 
threatening massive retaliation when an adversary could respond in kind. The 
implication he drew was not that the United States should eschew the threat of 

waging nuclear war, but that this threat be made rational. Along with other 
strategic thinkers in the late 1950s, Kissinger was one of the pioneer theorists 
of limited and controlled nuclear war. Immediately we should note that these 
doctrines of limited nuclear war fighting did not raise moral doubts among the 
strategic studies community in the United States. In passing it is also worth 
noting that what this conception did produce was a sense of panic among 
European states because it suggested that Europe could be a setting for 
'limited nuclear war'.50 More importantly, what this doctrine reveals is the 

fictional nature of the history of strategic thinking portrayed in recent rightist 
theories. If we take the ideas of Richard Pipes seriously the United States has 
not, since the Second World War, adopted any theory or practice which links 
nuclear technology with the offensive pursuit of political or military goals. As 
he expressed it in 1977, 

The classic dictum of Clausewitz, that war is politics pursued by other 
means, is widely believed in the United States to have lost its validity 
after Hiroshima and Nagasaki.51 

If this is the case then actual NATO strategy?which has never relinquished 
the first use option?and much official nuclear doctrine must be disregarded 
as peripheral to a 'real history' to which only theorists such as Pipes have 
access. Naturally, the real point is that in order to make their political 
programme ideologically effective, the 'anti-Spviet' strategic thinkers have 
had to 're-interpret' previous doctrine in order to make it appear liberal and 
'flabby'. Indeed, not content with this, Pipes has discovered a soft and peace 
loving American psyche, which in my view is quite unrecognizable. He writes, 

In the United States, the consensus of the educated and affluent holds all 
recourse to force to be the result of an inability or an unwillingness to 
apply rational analysis and patient negotiation to disagreement: the use 
of force is prima facie evidence of failure.52 

This glib generalization about the psyche of a massive social stratum is, of 
course, scientifically useless. In fact prior to the debacle in Vietnam it would 
seem that there was a consensus in the United States in favour of the use of 
force to contain communist power. Since Vietnam this consensus appears, to 
some degree, to have broken down. But this in no way indicates the hegemony 
of the position Pipes alludes to. 

If we turn back to actual historical developments we should record the fact 
that fighting a tactical nuclear war became part of NATO posture during the 
development of the strategies of 'graduated deterrence' and later 'flexible 
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response' in the late 1960s. Initially, Robert McNamara had hoped to give 
NATO a serious conventional option. However, as George Quester remarked 
of this period: 

Since the rational non-nuclear option had not been made available, the 
available nuclear option would have to be made rational.53 

Clearly, then, writers such as Pipes have not perceived the strategies of 
nuclear use which were embodied in NATO orthodoxy during the 1960s. To be 
sure, these were concerned with 'limited' war, but this represented a 
'constraint' only at the point at which central Europe had been destroyed. 

As regards the facts of the strategic balance it is possible to grant more 
credibility to the theories recently put forward by authors such as Gray, Pipes, 
Payne and Rummell.54 It is now generally accepted that the Soviet Union had 
achieved something close to parity with the United States by 1980. But this 
rough balance is not acceptable to the theorists cited above. They, in fact, have 
continued to dramatize what they perceive as US weakness. Gray writes, 

The general military fact underlying this book is . . . that the United 
States must endure, through much of the 1980's, a condition of multi 
level weakness vis-a-vis the U.S.S.R.55 

In addition the claim has been continually made that while the Soviet Union 
was concentrating on war-fighting options, the United States dovishly clung to 
the Mutual Assured Destruction posture. It is, then, almost as though the 
counterforce doctrine and the new technologies of MIRV and MARV had 
never existed. As should be evident, the real purpose of these 'new right' 
conceptions was political rather than scientific. They were part and parcel of a 

general process which successfully undermined and discredited the d?tente 
lobby in the United States in the late 1970s. 

In reality the dovish liberalism which was supposedly clinging to MAD, 
while the Soviets had opted for NUTs, is by and large mythical. Again we must 
understand this as a political tactic. In order to pursue and legitimate a massive 
increase in defence expenditure after 1980, it was necessary for the new right to 

paint a picture of weakness which would galvanize public opinion. Thus, in 
order that Richard Viguerie's statement that the United States must 'regain 

military superiority without delay'56 should make sense, it was essential both 
to emphasize a position of weakness and a fundamental change in Soviet 
behaviour. But neither of these situations had come about. Rather a rightist 
coalition in the United States was attempting to build into the discourse about 
defence two fundamental assumptions: first, that the United States was 
entitled to strategic superiority; and, secondly, that the Soviet Union should 
not have the ability to shape world events.57 

At this point it is useful to emphasize the role of intelligence in the 

politicization of strategic questions. Intelligence is a highly 'flexible' science 
which can easily be manipulated for political ends. Any interest which seeks to 
exacerbate a communist scare in the United States and accelerate arms 

building may find support in fictitious intelligence estimates. Examples are 

legion: in the 1950s the CIA's NIE produced the famous 'bomber gap'.58 In 
1955, 10 M4 Bison bombers were magically assumed to be 80 and further 

projected to reach 600 or 700 by 1959.59 This in turn justified the procurement 
of 538 B52 bombers for the USAF and also the construction of a massive air 
defence system.60 In fact the Russians had built 190 long range bombers by 
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1961.61 The next instance of 'flexible' intelligence occurred with the famous 
missile gap of the late 1950s which enabled John F. Kennedy to berate 
Eisenhower about US vulnerability. The Pentagon, in 1960, projected a gap of 
1,870 in 1964. In reality by that year the United States had a lead of 634 and 

had had a small lead when the scare was instituted in I960.62 In turn, what this 

justified was the massive minuteman and polaris programmes. 
Recent contentious figures for Soviet defence expenditure63 have justified a 

further arms build up and the strategic doctrines of the 'anti-Soviet' lobby. 
Thus again, we perceive the political manipulation of a 'science' which is 
neither true nor false. 

By this point it should be clear that the history of the evolution of nuclear 

strategy and deployment, as depicted by writers such as Pipes, is largely 
mythical. The United States has not been in a situation of nuclear inferiority 
and neither has US doctrine eschewed nuclear use. However, I would concede 
that discussions of counterforce use have tended, in the past, to assume limited 
tactical nuclear war. What is unique about recent strategic doctrine is a 
concern with fighting and 'winning' a nuclear war at the strategic level. Now 

we have for the first time on the official agenda the horrendous prospect that a 
combination of political will, technological innovation and rationalizing 
doctrine could make plausible a strategy oriented towards global nuclear war. 

What must be remembered, contrary to the versions of strategic evolution 
proffered by Gray and others, is that the current phase of theorizing is not a 
radical break with a liberal past, but rather the ultimate conclusion of an 

evolutionary process which has been working towards nuclear use scenarios 
for three-and-a-half decades. I concur completely with Keeny and Panofsky 

when they assert: 

Military planners and strategic thinkers for 35 years have sought ways to 
apply the tremendous power of nuclear weapons against target systems 
that might contribute to the winning of a future war.64 

The reason that the specific war winning theories of today have attracted 
more attention is largely political. First, the Soviet-American relationship has 
collapsed65 and, secondly, powerful neo-conservative forces have gained 
ascendancy in the United States. Naturally such groups have interests which 
are, strictly speaking, domestic. However, these are well complemented by an 
aggressive anti-Soviet posture. For the new right a second cold war has real 
benefits in the sphere of political legitimation at home. As Halliday remarks, 
'Patriotism, war-mongering and strategic paranoia combine easily with piety 

and domestic repression.'66 More important, though, is the fact that an 
adversarial posture vis-?-vis an enemy abroad entails the need for a more 
autonomous state and a curtailment of rational public discourse. In addition 

what this climate creates is a level of emotional charge which threatens to make 
intelligent political debate redundant. Passionate anti-Soviet doctrine has 
spill-over effects?beneficial to the new right?which cloud issues such as 

North-South relations, US-European relations, equal rights, urban renewal, 
etc.67 In other words the new hard line strategic theories cannot be divorced 
from a wider ideological context where, as Simes has argued, the goal is 
nothing short of national moral purification.68 Nuclearism, then, can plausibly 
be seen as a sign of external potency which complements domestic moral 
absolutism. 

Although the arguments above point to an ideological context where a belief 
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in winning a nuclear war makes 'sense', they do not reveal the specific 
normative nuances of war fighting theories. In some respects it would be 
comforting to believe that these theories were a fa?ade: a conception of power 
politics articulated in 'bad faith' to achieve other ends. But this is not the case. 
These theories are a real input into the ideological terrain on which the 
superpowers pursue and act out the 'great contest'. Thus, to reinforce a point 

made earlier, they contribute to the existence of a contingent world of 
international relations which could be otherwise. They are political as well as 
intellectual phenomena. 

Victory and defeat 

As is well known the recent wave of utilization theories have crystallized 
around a number of critiques of mutual destruction deterrence. The main ones 
concern the following. First, while the United States is content with 
deterrence, the Soviet Union is not and is moving towards a first strike 
capability.69 Secondly, there is the view that a purely deterrence posture 
excludes a critical aspect of strategy, namely that nuclear weapons could have 
a rational use value in relation to foreign policy goals. Thirdly, there is the 
almost unbelievable idea that the United States could solve the problems posed 
by rivalry with the Soviet Union by destroying the Soviet political system 
through a nuclear attack against political control centres. Such theories 
emphasize the rigid and centralized nature of Soviet political command and 
control functions and seek to build use models around this weakness.70 
Finally, there are theories which perceive advantages for the United States in 
its ability to respond to crisis situations if both superpowers perceive that the 

United States has strategic superiority. Here superiority confers a psycho 
logical advantage because the inferior power may lose out at the conclusion of 
given stages of escalation. This view was expressed clearly by Richard Perle 
when he wrote: 

It's not that I am worried about the Soviets attacking the United States 
with nuclear weapons confident that they will win that nuclear war. It is 
that I worry about an American President feeling he cannot afford to 
take action in a crisis because Soviet nuclear forces are such that, if 
escalation took place, they are better poised than we to move up the 
escalation ladder.71 

These four positions raise innumerable normative issues, but here I shall 
only deal with the main ones. What is initially most apparent is a preparedness 
to risk nuclear catastrophe in the course of pursuing global confrontation. If 

we recall the point made by von Weiz?cher, that no political end could justify 
total nuclear war, then we should note that the advocates of these theories are 

prepared to argue a case. On occasion this is not done by the strategist citing 
his own values, but rather by reference to some segment of public opinion. 
Thus Gray writes: 

. . . but there are many, indeed very many people, people in Moscow and 
Washington who would prefer to risk, or even to choose, nuclear war, 

rather than to surrender political (and moral) values.72 

In the rubric of MAD such a view might appear as a fatalistic admission 
that, under given circumstances, global destruction would inevitably ensue. 
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However, this is not the case here because Gray and others have put great 
effort into linking together the idea of nuclear war with the concepts of victory 
and defeat. Thus an underlying theme in these conceptions is that the eternal 

military dynamic of armed conflict is not made obsolete by nuclear weapons. 
This, of course, is clearly a normative view; however, this implication is 
avoided by recourse to a naturalistic interpretation of inter-state rivalry. At 
this point there is a strong degree of fatalism, for Gray believes, not that we 
alter our behaviour in the wake of knowledge of nuclear technology, but 
rather that nuclear weapons and strategy be accommodated to our 
behaviour.73 

As a result, the Hobbesian impulse to conflict is portrayed as a basic 
datum, the immutable fact upon which strategic studies rests. This 
datum appears as something based on endless empirical confirmation of a 

given view of human nature. In fact, it is nothing of the sort, because empirical 
testing could reveal numerous rejections of this view. There are examples of 
generosity and altruism in international affairs. The Hobbesian conception of 
conflict in strategic studies is really a synthetic a priori: an empirical 
conclusion reached through a priori reasoning.74 

The corner-stone concept upon which the Hobbesian view in strategic 
studies rests is realism.75 Indeed, many conservative strategic thinkers add a 

more or less sophisticated account of realism to works which are largely 
technical in character.76 However, there is a contradiction in the manner in 

which this concept is used by theorists who advocate nuclear use which reveals 
a multitude of epistemological sins. If realism is to make any sense it must be 
ubiquitous: it must apply to all civilizations irrespective of geography, history 
and culture. In theoretical analyses this is how the concept is used, i.e., as a 
fundamental meta-theoretical presupposition. But in the concrete analyses of 

writers such as Gray, Payne and Pipes, realism falls prey to relativistic 
tendencies. In consequence Soviet personality accords squarely with the realist 
view, but elements of personality and behaviour in the United States do not. 
Indeed, Richard Pipes has clearly eschewed a realist universalism in regard to 
human nature because he perceives an American protestant middle class 
personality which is radically different from the products of Soviet culture, 
'whose roots fed on a different soil. . .'.77 

If the point above seems obscure let me make it crystal clear: if realism is to 
be a centre-piece concept in the meta-theory of strategic studies it must rest on 
a unitary view of human nature. Obviously in the Hobbesian view of the state 
of nature some actors are more capable realists than others, in other words as 

Gray remarks, '. . . the strong and ruthless devour the weak'. However, all 
actors are committed to the logic of the realist game; failure simply reveals 
weakness. But in the picture of international relations presented to us by Pipes 
and Gray, realist logic is not ubiquitous. In the West there has been a liberal 
humanistic mutation which perceives international relations under the aegis of 

moral categories such as justice and freedom. Hence realism succumbs to 
historical and cultural relativism. 

The cause of this ontological schism is quite simple and reveals another, 
deeper contradiction. It is precisely because the West needs to protect its 
institutions of freedom and justice that the United States must not act 
according to these principles when it pursues the goal of international stability. 
Indeed, this is why we must contain or, in the views of some, even contemplate 
destroying the Soviet Union. As Rummell writes: 
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In sum, a new realism would understand that communism is our 

proclaimed enemy. A policy of realism would comprehend that freedom 
with dignity and peace can be bought only by asserting our national 
interest in freedom, by informing Americans about the threat we face, by 
rebuilding our military power.78 

It should be clear now that the reason for the fractured realism depicted 
above is a set of normative assumptions which are rarely given more than a 

justification which amounts to glib catch phrases. Thus, the denial of 
Weiz?cher's position lies precisely in the belief that one human civilization is 
morally superior to another, and further that this fact justifies the taking of 
the risk of nuclear war. Now from a political theory perspective it may be 
plausible to argue this case-?divorced from the risk of war?but many 
strategic theorists do not argue the case. Their pronouncements are more akin 
to electioneering than sytematic analysis. 

If the arguments above are correct then the strategic theories I have 
discussed are not aspects of a scientific analysis. They are ideological elements 
in the process of policy formation and implementation. We can see this clearly 
if we return to the idea of international relations conceived as the survival of 
the fittest. In this instance a scientific analysis would not have a vested interest 
in the outcome of the process under scrutiny. However, Gray, Payne et al. 
build into their analysis the assumption that the United States has a normative 
right to victory in its contest with the Soviet Union. Otherwise they could 
not?in good faith?have written the following: 

The United States should plan to defeat the Soviet Union and to do so at 
a cost that would not prohibit U.S. recovery. Washington should 
identify war aims that in the last resort would contemplate the destruc 
tion of Soviet political authority and the emergence of a postwar world 
order compatible with Western values.79 

This extract makes explicit what is usually implicit in war fighting 
conceptions: namely, an ideological commitment to one?fairly orthodox? 
interpretation of key Western values. This is also the real reason for the 
fracturing of the basic meta-theoretical presupposition of realism. If all states 
involved in international rivalry were viewed from the vantage point of a 

disinterested scientist assessing clinically the survival of the fittest, then a 
partisan stance would seem irrational. However, as should be clear, in this 
instance, a partisan stance precedes and determines the mode of analysis. In 
other words these theories are na?vely ideological; they uncritically presuppose 
the virtues of Western liberalism. 

New fatalism 

Having made apparent an ideological commitment, theorists of nuclear use, 
albeit crudely, have sought to justify their partisanship. As we have seen 

above, sometimes this takes the form of an eulogy to core national values. 
However, Gray and Payne have recourse to religion. In a famous article they 
cite the catholic just war argument as moral support for the general tenor of 
this position.80 In essence this argument, which is highly counter-factual, 
endorses force if it is used in a just cause with good faith, under conditions 

which allow a good prospect of success; and that if successful, the new 
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situation promises a better future than the previous conditions which the use 
of force swept away. Notwithstanding the normative minefield which this 
formulation creates, one might grant it some relevance to a localized conflict 
aimed at emancipation from repression. However, technically it cannot be 
applied to a nuclear war of unspecified scope because we cannot quantify the 
chance of success and we cannot predict the outcome of a nuclear war, i.e., the 
scale at which it will terminate. Moreover, in a nuclear conflict many 
individuals who are neutral vis-?-vis the two combatants will be adversely 

affected. Thus the only meaningful application of this formulation to a 
nuclear conflict would be on the theological presupposition of some absolute 
standards of right and wrong which could justify global political engineering 
by nuclear means. In fact it is worth noting that the just war argument 
emerged in the context of belief in either divine revelation or objective 
standards of right and wrong. Today it is my contention that the metaphysical 
assumptions which made these beliefs credible cannot stand up to the 
discursive tests posed by science and critical philosophy. It might be helpful if 
authors such as Gray and Payne could familiarize themselves with the 
philosophical arguments which underpin the thesis of moral relativism, which, 
as Daniel Bell has lamented, is the touchstone of modernity.81 

In order to support a normative defence of nuclear war, use-oriented 
theorists have sought to reverse a trend of thought which equates? 
fatalistically in their view?nuclear war with total apocalypse. From the 
perspective of the right, such a view is defeatist and blocks our progress to a 

meaningful nuclear strategy. Re-kindling a debate started in the 1960s by 
Herman Kahn, they have argued that nuclear war must not be taken off the 
agenda. Gray and Payne write: 'Nuclear war is unlikely to be an essentially 

meaningless, terminal event',82 while in Strategic Studies*3 Gray says: 'Of 
course nuclear war would be a catastrophe, but?given prudent planning? 
some catastrophes are survivable'.84 

This readiness to look into the abyss is of course a condition for making 
nuclear war more acceptable and more likely. It also echoes a new fatalism in 

Western culture which does not necessarily equate nuclear war with 
Armageddon, but does accept the inevitability of nuclear conflict. This 
development has ambivalent implications; on the one hand individuals run 
screaming?inwardly?into the hands of the peace movement, on the other 
they cut themselves off from a reality they cannot control or comprehend. In 
other words, the general psychosis created represents a massive level of 
alienation.85 

The question of the effects of a nuclear war is, of course, one we cannot 
answer. New research reveals more implications of the use of nuclear weapons 
almost daily. Currently scientists are attempting to evaluate the effects of 
induced climatic change and also the implications of the electro-magnetic pulse 

mechanism which creates electro-magnetic fields in the vicinity of atomic 
explosions.86 The point is that glib statements about survival are scientifically 
useless. As McNamara said in relation to initiating nuclear use, 'it does present 
a very definite threshold beyond which we enter a vast unknown'.87 

It is clear, then, that future scenarios about post-war survival are only 
meaningful in an ideological sense. They make use-theories seem more rational 
and they allow radical theorists to berate the defeatism of their supposedly 
liberal predecessors. 

In reality the attitude adopted towards nuclear war and the advocacy or 
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denial of its role in strategy is a fundamental dichotomy within the whole of 
the strategic studies community. In essence, it links theory and ethics because 
it also signifies whether strategic theory can continue with the Clausewitz 

legacy or whether it rejects it. The early British theorist Liddell Hart made 
his position clear when he wrote: 

Old definitions and old concepts of strategy have become not only 
obsolete but nonsensical with the development of nuclear weapons. To 
aim at winning a war, to take victory as your object, is no more thar? a 
state of lunacy.88 

Similarly Earl Mountbatten wrote that 'Wars cannot be fought with nuclear 
weapons. Their existence only adds to our perils because of the illusions which 
they have generated.'89 

Underlying these observations is a belief that in the nuclear age man must 
somehow put a break on the atavism and aggression which had nourished war 
and conflict in the past. Also, there is the view that no goals which are worth 

achieving can be realized through nuclear war. In my view this represents a 
rational assessment which as a general philosophy could serve the interests of 

man in general. In contradistinction, the views of the use-theorists promise to 

extinguish all human interests for the sake of coupling atomic force to the 
realization of the goals of one state. Strategic studies faces a stark choice. It 
can either particularize itself as an ideology tied to state power, or it can frame 
its theories in the context of human interests which are universal. As regards 
the latter, deterrence theory would seem to fulfil a generalizable interest; 
however, deterrence has not and cannot be made stable. Deterrence indicates a 

mutually binding contradiction between actors who might seek to initiate a 
conflict. However, its status is not of logic, but of shared human perceptions 
tied to one conception of rationality. If the rationality breaks down then so 
does deterrence. Given this the only generalizable interest which strategic 
studies can further is mutually secure disarmament. Far from being advocates 
of the state or even neutral observers of an external reality, strategic thinkers 
should endorse the categorical imperative of serving all human interests. 

In some respects this may appear a normative burden unfairly placed on the 
shoulders of one sector of the academic community. However, in strategic 
studies the question of the ends towards which human knowledge should be 
directed will always loom large. What is often implicit in many areas of study is 

always explicit in this area of intellectual activity. In assessing the possible use of 

unparalleled force by the state, strategic studies address the starkest and most 
irrevocable choices that man?as a political agent?has to make. Unlike other 
social scientists who may be advocates, the implementation of the goals 
suggested by strategists would have effects which are irreversible. Thus, as 

mechanisms which create change, they are entirely totalist in the same sense as 
the doctrines which Karl Popper has called historicist. Hence this area of study 
inevitably generates profound moral questions which cannot be ducked. 

In the literature I have examined, which I admit is highly selective, many of the 
normative questions are avoided, or they are given superficial and na?ve 
treatment. In this respect the so called objectivism of the realist school is 

particularly damaging. For here the seeming collision course which the 

superpowers are following and the massive build up of nuclear armaments 

appears as an immutable process which is irresistible. This, of course, is meant to 
validate the strategist's distance from his object of study. In reality it alienates all 
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of us from forces which shape our destiny. My contention is that the world so 
described could be different and strategic theory should be coupled to wider 
components of political theory which emphasize other causal factors as well as 
force. Intellectually this is to link a tacitly normative area of study to subjects 

where normative issues are tackled head on. Politically, the point is to widen the 
scope of the discourse and to develop perspectives where the possibility of 

enlightened change is officially on the agenda. More generally, the value 
inclinations which underlie strategic thought require more democratic scrutiny. 
In this regard I believe it is important to bear in mind a contradiction between the 
images that individuals from different civilizations have of each other and the 

mirror of international relations which the state holds up for us to see. Every 
humane understanding that persons in the West find reciprocated in persons 
from the Soviet block is negated by the nuclear contest between the two systems. 
If catastrophe strikes many strategic theorists may find it meaningful, but for the 
vast majority it will comprise an externally imposed destruction far removed 
from any human understanding of the reasons for life or death. As potential 
victims of the 'great contest' we encounter the most profound alienation that 

man has created for man. 
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